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A method is presented for generating a good initial guess of a transition path be-

tween given initial and final states of a system without evaluation of the energy. An

objective function surface is constructed using an interpolation of pairwise distances

at each discretization point along the path and the nudged elastic band method then

used to find an optimal path on this image dependent pair potential (IDPP) surface.

This provides an initial path for the more computationally intensive calculations of a

minimum energy path on an energy surface obtained, for example, by ab initio or den-

sity functional theory. The optimal path on the IDPP surface is significantly closer to

a minimum energy path than a linear interpolation of the Cartesian coordinates and,

therefore, reduces the number of iterations needed to reach convergence and averts

divergence in the electronic structure calculations when atoms are brought too close

to each other in the initial path. The method is illustrated with three examples: (1)

rotation of a methyl group in an ethane molecule, (2) an exchange of atoms in an

island on a crystal surface, and (3) an exchange of two Si-atoms in amorphous silicon.

In all three cases, the computational effort in finding the minimum energy path with

DFT was reduced by a factor ranging from 50% to an order of magnitude by using

an IDPP path as the initial path. The time required for parallel computations was

reduced even more because of load imbalance when linear interpolation of Cartesian

coordinates was used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretical studies of the transition mechanism and rate of thermally activated events

involving rearrangements of atoms often involve finding the minimum energy path (MEP)

for the system to advance from the initial state minimum to the final state minimum on

the energy surface. The estimation of the transition rate within harmonic transition state

theory requires finding the highest energy along the MEP, which represents a first order

saddle point on the energy surface. While it is possible to use various methods to converge

directly onto a saddle point starting from some initial guess, methods that produce the whole

minimum energy path are useful because one needs to ensure that the highest saddle point

for the full transition has been found, not just some saddle point. Furthermore, calculations

of MEPs often reveal unexpected intermediate minima.

The nudged elastic band (NEB) method is frequently used to find MEPs1–3. There, the

path is represented by a discrete set of configurations of all the atoms in the system. Some

examples of complex MEPs calculated using NEB can, for example, be found in refs.4–6. The

method is iterative and requires as input some initial path which is then refined to bring the

configurations to the MEP. Harmonic spring forces are included between adjacent images to

distribute them along the path. If all the spring constants are chosen to be the same, the

images will be equally distributed. Other choices can be made, for example higher density

of images in the higher energy regions3. A force projection, the nudging, is used to remove

the component of the true force parallel to the path and the perpendicular component of

the spring force1. The number of iterations required can strongly depend on how close the

initial path is to the MEP. An important aspect of the method is that no knowledge of the

transition mechanism is needed, only the endpoints corresponding to the initial and final

states. If more than one MEP exists between the given endpoints, the NEB will most likely

converge on the one closest to the initial guess. The initial path can, therefore, in some

cases affect the results obtained with the NEB method.

The initial path in an NEB calculation has so far typically been constructed by a linear

interpolation (LI) of the Cartesian coordinates between the initial and final state minima.

The method is often used for systems subject to periodic boundary conditions were internal

coordinates are not practical. Such paths can, however, involve images where atoms come

much too close together, leading to large atomic forces and even divergence in electronic
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structure calculations. One simple way of avoiding such problems is to check interatomic

distances in each image and move atoms apart if the distance between them is shorter

than a cutoff value. Other methods for finding MEPs have also been devised where paths

are constructed in a sequential manner, adding one image after another with some type of

extrapolation and relaxation each time a new image is added7,8.

Here, we present a method for generating paths which are better suited as initial paths

in NEB calculations than LI paths. It is inspired by one of the earliest approaches for

calculating reaction paths, the one presented by Halgren and Lipscomb9. Their method

involved two steps. First, a linear synchronous transit (LST) pathway was constructed so as

to make pair distances change gradually along the path (see below) and then an optimization

procedure, the quadratic synchronous transit, was carried out to further refine the path. In

the method presented here, the basic idea of LST is used to generate an improved initial

guess for the NEB method, but the procedure is different from the one used by Halgren and

Lipscomb, as explained below.

The article is organized as follows: In the following section, the LI and LST methods are

reviewed and the new method presented. In section III, three applications are presented,

(1) rotation of a methyl group in an ethane molecule, (2) an exchange of atoms in an island

on a crystal surface, and (3) an exchange of two Si-atoms in amorphous silicon. The article

concludes with a summary in section IV.

II. INITIAL PATH GENERATION

The NEB method involves finding a discrete representation of the MEP. First, the atomic

coordinates at the two endpoints, i.e. the 3N coordinates of the N atoms at the energy min-

ima representing initial and final states of the transition, rα and rβ, are used to generate an

initial path. Here, r will denote the vector of 3N coordinates of the atoms in a given config-

uration, r = {r1, r2, . . . rN}. Typically, a linear interpolation of the Cartesian coordinates of

the two endpoint configurations is used as a starting guess. Given that p � 1 intermediate

discretization points, here referred to as ‘images’ of the system, will be used, the LI path

which so far has been most commonly used as initial path in NEB calculations, is given by

rκL,i = rαi + κ(rβi � rαi )/p (1)
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Here, ri denotes the coordinates of atom i and the index κ denotes the image number in the

path and runs from 1 to p � 1. In an NEB calculation, a minimization procedure is then

carried out to adjust the coordinates of the p� 1 intermediate images until they lie on the

MEP, while the endpoint images are kept fixed. As mentioned above, there can be problems

starting a calculation from an LI path, especially when electronic structure calculations are

used to evaluate the energy and atomic forces, since atoms can land too close to each other,

leading to large atomic forces or even convergence problems in the electronic self-consistency

iterations. If two atoms are too close and need to be moved apart in an image, µ, or if one

chooses to make use of some knowledge of a reasonable intermediate configuration, rµ, then

the initial path for the NEB can be constructed by first creating a linear interpolation from

rα to rµ and then from rµ to rβ. But, it is better to have an automatic way, as presented in

the following section, of creating a path where pair distances are automatically physically

reasonable, and where the initial path is more likely to lie closer to the MEP than a linear

interpolation, thereby reducing the number of iterations needed to reach convergence.

A. Image dependent pair potential

Following the first step in the two step procedure presented by Halgren and Lipscomb9, an

interpolation of all pair distances between atoms is carried out for each of the intermediate

images along the path. These pair distances provide target values which the initial path is

then made to match as closely as possible. The interpolated distance between atoms i and

j in image k is

dκij = dαij + κ(dβij � dαij)/p (2)

where dij =
q

P

σ(ri,σ � rj,σ)2 with σ = x, y and z, is the distance between atoms i and j in

a given configuration of the atoms. The LI path and the interpolation of pair distances are

illustrated in Fig. 1.

Since there are many more atom pair distances than atomic degrees of freedom, N(N �

1)/2 vs. 3N�6, the interpolated values of the atom coordinates cannot satisfy the constraints

rigorously and a compromise needs to be made. An objective function can be defined for

each image by summing the squared deviation of pair distances from the target values
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FIG. 1. An illustration of paths generated by linear interpolation of Cartesian coordinates, LI

(dashed), and by interpolation of distances between atom pairs, IDPP (solid).

Here, w is a weight function which can be used to place more emphasis on short distances,

since the energy of an atomic system rises strongly when two atoms come too close together.

The function SIDPP defines an objective function for each image which has the form of a

pairwise interaction potential that directs the atom coordinates to a configuration where the

distances between atoms are close to the interpolated distances. One can think of SIDPP
κ (r),

as defining an effective ‘energy surface’ and use the NEB method to find the optimal path

on the SIDPP
κ (r) surface. The force acting on atom i in image κ is then obtained as

F κ
i (r) = �riS

IDPP
κ (r) (4)

After applying the NEB iterative minimization1 with all spring constants chosen to be

equal, a path with even distribution of the images is obtained where atom pair distances are

changing gradually from one image to another. We will refer to this as the IDPP path. As

we illustrate below, with three example calculations, the IDPP path is closer to the MEP

on the true energy surface than the LI path. By using the IDPP path as an initial path

for NEB calculations using atomic forces obtained by density functional theory (DFT), the

number of iterations needed to reach convergence was, in the cases studied here, significantly

smaller than when the LI path was used as the initial path. One good aspect of the IDPP

method is that it does not require a special coordinate system, such as internal coordinates
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(e.g., bond distances and angles) and, therefore, has the advantage of being easily applicable

to any system, including systems subject to periodic boundary conditions.

B. LST path

We now compare this procedure to what Halgren and Lipscomb named the LST path10.

There, an objective function was defined as

SLST
κ (r) = SIDPP

κ (r) + γ
N
X

i

(
X

σ

ri,σ � rκL,i,σ)
2 (5)

with the parameter γ chosen to be 10−6 in atomic units9. The weight function in SIDPP

was chosen to be w(d) = 1/d4. This choice for the function places greater weight on short

distances, which are more important for the energetics. We have chosen the same weight

function here in our calculations of the IDPP paths. The second term on the right hand

side of eqn.(5) was added to remove uniform translation and help make the path continuous.

(The rκL,i are given by eqn.(2)). It is, however, quite arbitrary and does not necessarily

result in a continuous path with an even distribution of the images, as illustrated below.

The atom coordinates, r, in each image, κ, were chosen so as to minimize SLST , in a least

squares procedure9.

III. APPLICATIONS

For illustration purposes, the method was applied to transitions in three different systems:

Rotation of a methyl group in ethane, interchange of atoms in a heptamer island on a

surface and interchange of atoms in amorphous silicon. In all cases the initial path was

generated using the ATK software11. Once the initial path had been constructed, the NEB

method was applied to find the MEP1–3. The iterative NEB minimizations using velocity

projections (‘quick-min’)1,12 were carried out until the maximum force on each atom in any of

the images had dropped below 0.5 eV/Å and then the climbing-image NEB was used with

a conjugate gradient minimization algorithm3,12 until the maximum force dropped below

0.1 eV/Å. A tolerance of 0.1 eV/Å is typically sufficient to get a good estimate of the

path. The calculations of the condensed phase systems were carried out using VASP13, PBE

functional14 and PAW15, with the TST tools16. The heptamer island system consisted of a
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slab of 3 layers, each with 36 atoms and the calculation included (3x3x1) k-points and an

energy cutoff of 270 eV. The calculation of the amorphous Si involved 214 atoms including

only the gamma point and an energy cutoff of 245 eV. The methyl rotation was calculated

using the ATK-DFT software11, PBE functional and linear combination of atomic orbitals

(LCAO).

A. Rotation of a methyl group in ethane

The first application is rotation of a methyl group in an ethane molecule. This simple

example illustrates well the difference between LI and IDPP paths, which are shown in Fig.

2 with 5 intermediate images. The constraint on the pairwise distances in the construction

using the IDPP path leads to a simple rotation of the methyl group, while the LI method

gives a path with significant variations in the C-H bond lengths. The convergence in a

subsequent NEB calculation starting from the IDPP path and using atomic forces from an

ATK-DFT11 calculation required about a third as many atomic iterations and SCF iterations

to reach convergence as compared with a calculation starting with the LI path, see Table 1.

B. Heptamer island on a surface

The second application is an interchange of atoms in a heptamer island of six Al-atoms and

one Ni-atom sitting on an Al(111) surface. The transition involves the concerted movement

of the Ni-atom from a rim site to the central site of the island while the Al-atom initially in

the center takes the rim site. An LI path with an odd number of images would have direct

overlap of the two atoms in the image at the middle of the path resulting in divergence of

the subsequent DFT calculation. In order to avoid that, the Ni-atom was moved out along

the surface normal by 0.2 Å in both the initial and final state as 7 intermediate images in

the LI path were generated, see Fig. 3(a). The NEB calculation was then started from a

path where the Ni-atom was placed in the right position in the initial and final states but

intermediate images were taken from generated the LI path. Despite these adjustments, the

NEB calculation required a large number of iterations, see Table 1.

A path constructed using the LST method of Hallgren and Lipscomb was also created

and is shown in Fig. 3(b). A discontinuity in the path is evident from the figure because the
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FIG. 2. Initial path for the rotation of a methyl group in ethane, (a) created by LI, a linear

interpolation of Cartesian coordinates; (b) created using the IDPP method. The rotation is

clearly better represented by the latter method. The NEB calculation starting from the IDPP

path required about a third as many atomic iterations and SCF iterations to reach convergence as

compared with a calculation starting with the LI path, see Table 1.

constraint given by the second term in eqn.(5) is too weak. The IDPP path is shown in Fig.

3(c). It has an even distribution of the images along the path, which otherwise is similar to

the LST path. The final position of the images after NEB relaxation using forces obtained

by DFT is shown in Fig. 3(d). The displacements of the exchanging atoms are substantially

larger than in the IDPP path, and neighboring atoms in the island turn out to undergo

large displacement in the intermediate images, which is missing in the IDPP because their

position is nearly the same in the initial and final state. The NEB/DFT calculation started

from the IDPP path required half as many iterations as the calculation started from the LI

path. More importantly, the number of electronic iterations, which is proportional to the

CPU time, was an order of magnitude smaller when the NEB/DFT calculation is carried

out starting from the IDPP path, see Table 1.

The energy along the minimum energy path is shown in Fig. 4. Interestingly, an inter-

mediate minimum is identified by the NEB calculation where the Ni-atom has moved on-top

of the cluster while the Al-atom has pushed two of the rim atoms away from the center of

the island. Such intermediate minima are often found in NEB calculations and the resulting
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TABLE I. Computational effort in converging to the minimum energy path starting from different

initial paths: the linear interpolation of Cartesian coordinates (LI) and the Image Dependent Pair

Potential (IDPP) method presented here. The effort is reported as the number of electronic (SCF)

iterations needed as well as the number of atomic displacement (AD) iterations. In example 2, the

Ni-adatom was moved outwards along the surface normal by 0.2 Å in the intermediate images of

the LI path to prevent the DFT calculation from diverging.

Application LI IDPP

Ex.1: Methyl rotation

SCF iterations 1802 598

AD iterations 72 28

Ex.2: Heptamer island

SCF iterations 11367 1120

AD iterations 151 71

Ex.3: Si-atom exchange

SCF iterations 9413 6433

AD iterations 149 104

MEP then has more than one maximum. This illustrates the importance of calculating a

full MEP for the transition rather than just finding a first order saddle point. If a saddle

point search is carried out starting from the β state, the lower saddle point will most likely

be found and the activation energy underestimated unless a further exploration of the MEP

is carried out.

C. Exchange of Si-atoms in amorphous silicon

In a third example, a calculation was carried out of a transition where two Si-atoms in

amorphous silicon change places in a concerted way. The sample which contained 214 Si-

atoms was created by cooling a liquid and then annealing17. The path was calculated using

a large number of intermediate images, p-1=15, to obtain a good resolution of this rather

complex path. Since the two Si-atoms are changing places, the linear interpolation results
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FIG. 3. Paths for concerted rearrangement of a Ni- and an Al-atom in a Al6Ni heptamer island

on an Al(111) surface. (a) LI path created by linear interpolation of Cartesian coordinates of the

initial and final states. Here, the Ni-atom as been displaced outwards along the surface normal by

0.2 Å in both the initial and final states to avoid a direct overlap of atoms in the middle image and

subsequent divergence of the DFT method. (b) LST path generated using the method of Halgren

and Lipscomb9. While the path avoids the direct overlap of atoms, the path is discontinuous with a

large gap between two of the intermediate images. (c) IDPP path generated by an NEB calculation

on the object function surface given by eqn. 3. The path is continuous and has an equal spacing

of the images. (d) The minimum energy path found after NEB relaxation starting from any of the

three paths shown in (a-c) using atomic forces obtained from DFT.10
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FIG. 4. Energy along the minimum energy path for the concerted rearrangement of a Ni- and an

Al-atom in a Al6Ni heptamer island on an Al(111) surface, obtained using the NEB method and

DFT calculations of the atomic forces.

in a small distance between the two atoms in the middle image. As a result, the energy

obtained in the DFT calculations in the first few atom iterations is large and requires many

electronic iterations. Since number of images in the path is large, the average number of

electronic iterations is only 50% larger when staring form the LI path as compared to the

calculation starting from the IDPP path, see Table 1. But, the time required for the parallel

NEB calculation is even longer because it is held up by this one, troublesome image (Figs.

5 and 6).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The IDPP method presented here is a robust and simple method for generating the

input for NEB calculations of minimum energy paths. It can save considerable amount of

computer time as compared with a linear interpolation between initial and final states using

Cartesian coordinates. It can, furthermore, help avoid divergence in electronic structure

calculations which can occur when the linear interpolation brings atoms too close together

in an intermediate image of the initial path. The method is similar to the LST method of

Hallgren and Lipscomb, but is guaranteed to produce a continuous path as it makes use

of the NEB method on the objective function surface generated by interpolation of pair

distances. The method could also be used to generate input for other path calculations,

such as free energy paths where sampling of system configurations in hyperplanes is carried
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. A diffusion event in amorphous silicon where two Si-atoms exchange places. (a) The LI

path (blue). (b) The IDPP path (blue). The minimum energy path found by NEB method is also

shown (red for the two Si-atoms that exchange places, circles for the neighboring Si-atoms).
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FIG. 6. Energy along the minimum energy path for an exchange of two Si-atoms in amorphous

silicon, shown in Fig. 5.
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out either classically or quantum mechanically18 and for transitions between magnetic states

where the orientation of magnetic moments changes19.

Further development of the method could involve testing of other choices for the weight

function, which was simply taken here to be the one used by Hallgren and Lipscomb. Also,

testing in combination with other optimization methods in the NEB calculation, such as

BFGS, would be useful. Since NEB calculations using ab initio or DFT evaluation of the

atomic forces are computationally intensive, exploration of these and other ways of reducing

the computational effort would be worthwhile.
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